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~he Nature and Purpose of the Study 
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Reasons for the Study 
If mental imagery is to be understood fully enough 
so that attention can be turned to the process by which 
the power c an be taught, it is important tha t a study be 
made of the ment a l imag e ry of primary children. Even the 
earliest students of mental imag ery agree that children 
probably have richer mental ima g e ry than do adults. 
(1) 
Galton said, "There is reason to believe tha t it (the 
powe r of mental ima g e ry) is very high in some young 
children who seem to spend yea rs of difficulty in 
distinguishing between the subjective and the objective 
(2) 
world." Betts tries to explain the reason for their 
richer image ry by s aying, uThat children should employ 
much more imag e ry than adults in their thinking is wholly 
in accord with the mode of the mind's development. The 
c h ild is much ne arer the world of the concrete. The 
child's mental world is rel a tively a world of percep ts, 
II 
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cove ring the range of all senses." This is the first re a son li 
why the writer feels tha t this study should be made on the 
first grade level. This is the time when the children's 
1. Francis Galton, "Sta tistics of Mental Ima g e r y ", Mind: 
1880 : 5. p. 301 . 
2. George H. Betts, " Distributions and Functions of Mental 
Image ry 11 , Unpublished D. Ed. Dis s e rtation, Columbia 
University, 1909. p. 44 
!I 
I 
~agery scores should be high. The children have h a d no· 
reading of material with vocabul a ry that cont&ins concepts 
which are not alre ady a p art of their experiential b ack-
ground, so no erroneous mental images h ave been built 
up by a rea ding program lacking the proper emphasis on 
meaning. 
{ 3) 
Clough, who did her research with children doing 
silent reading in the middle gra des, concluded tha t 
successful re ading in the middle grades may depend on 
ima g e ry as one of the important factors. She found tha t 
sk ill in middle grade re ading showed a correlation of 
.53 with mental imagery. If a way or ways could be 
discovered to help primary children r e tain their power 
of mental ima g e ry, then their skill in reading in the 
middle grades might be improved. This is the second 
reason why t h e study of mental imagery should be st a rted 
on the first grade level before the skills of reading 
are t aught. 
Clough found that the mean score in mental imagery 
for those liking to rea d was 35.5 in comp arison with 16.0 
for those who ·did not like to re a d. She concluded that 
3. Vida Cl·ough, 11An Analysis of !~lental Imagery in 
Children's Silent Reading", Unpublished M. Ed. Thesis, 
Boston University , 1943. pp . 68-69 and 9 5-97. 
I 
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their enjoyment in re ading c ame l a rgely from the imagery 
which accompanied their reading. This is the third 
reason fDr understanding the mental images of first grad e 
children so that, as they learn to re ad, t h ey will 
continue to have rich mental imagery which will increase 
their enjoyment of and interest in reading. 
( 4) 
Clough records a mean score of 43.5 in image ry 
for those pupils who had more than one type of association 
in comparison with a me an score of 31.2 for those who h ad 
only one type of as socia tion. Since associa tional reading 
may depend upon imagery in a large measure, t h is is the 
fourth reason why an imagery study on the first grade 
level is important. 
If little children have rich imagery , if image ry 
contributes to skill in reading, if image ry fosters the 
enjoyment of re ading, if imagery develops ability in 
associa tional reading and so assists in rec all, and if 
teachers hope to understand t he mental images which 
should accompany re ading and to aid children to retain 
the power of mental image ry, then the study of mental 
imagery should start at the lower primary level where the 
foundations of all our reading skills and abilities must 
b e gin. 
4. Vida Clough , "An Analysis of Mental Imagery in 
Children's Silent Reading 11 , Unpublished M. Ed . The sis, 
Boston University, 1943. pp. 81-82. 
Questions to be Answered by the Study 
The questions to be answered by my study are : 
1. Can the instrument for measuring mental imagery, 
devised by Singleton, be used on first gra de level? 
2. Do most of t h e first grade children tested report 
tha t they have mental imagery? 
3. ~re the mental images of the children influenced 
by the experienti a l backgrounds of the children? 
4. Are the experiences used in the items experiences 
that are common to children who are in a city en v iromnen t? 
5. Are the experiences used in the items experiences 
tha t a re common to children who s.re in a rura l environment? 
6. How do the experiences of the city and the rura l 
children tested differ? 
7. What is t he difference, if any, in the amount of 
ima g ery revealed by the scores of the children in a city 
envirorunent in comparison with the scores of the childre n 
in a rural environment? 
8. How much does the lack of the experiential 
background a ffect the mental image ry sco re of the child? 
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The ~agery Checkli s t is the instrument devised by 
Carlton M. Singleton to me a sure the amount of mental 
image ry. The child reads a sentence or the sentenc e is 
r ead to him and he indicates his r esponse , orally or in 
writing, to the questions on the checklist. Each 
sentence is designed to t e st the visual i magery of the 
child and one other type of imagery, olfactory, gust atory, 
t a ctile , auditory, or ~inesthetic. These a re the 
stimuli sentences used for Form B of the image ry test: 
1. The bowl was filled with crisp s alt nuts. 
2. The sweet smell of fre sh apple pie filled the room. 
3. The dishes fell to the floor. 
4. The boy was squeezing blue clay between his fingers. 
5. She bent over to touch her toes. 
6. Eating the picnic lunch wa s the part they liked best. 
7. Making lots of noise the car speeded past the street. 
8. The field was full of purple violets. 
9. The boy shivered as he f ell into the cold water. 
lO. She walked miles until every muscle was exhausted. 
FORM B 
IMAGERY CHECKLIST 
, These exercises are to help us find out what happens when people read. 
~e people tell us that they see pictures when they read. Other people 
aren't sure whether they see pictures or not and still others tell us that 
they never see pictures. We want you to tell us exactly what happens to 
you. There are no right or wrong answers because we don't know whether 
people are supposed to see pictures or not. Anyway those that do see pict-
ures see so many different pictures that we're sure they must all be right. 
Yo u c a n h e I p u s b y a n s w e r i n g t h e s e q u e s t i o n s a s e x a c t I y a s yo u. c a n . 
Listen to your teacher and she will help you on the first one. Write your 
name.on the line below and anything else your teacher asks you to write. 
NAME ....•.••...•.•.•....•... o••····················• o••••••••• o •• 
SCHOOL: ...• o •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • GRADE ••••.•..•..••••••..• 
BOY OR GIRL •••••.••••..•••..••.••. o •••• AGE ...•.••.••••••••. o . o •oo 
SENTENCE 10 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just a person ( ); A person and a road ( ); A whole scene with 
a person and a road in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ) ; In the city ( ); In the country ( ); Other 
--------
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( ) .: About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); About 30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ).: Blond ( ); Dark ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); Red ( ); White ( ); 
Short ( ); Long ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Waved ( ); Other 
---------------
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Winter clothes ( ); Summer clothes ( ); No clothes ( ) .: Coat ( ); Dress ( ); 
Shoes ( ); Boots ( ); Hat ( )i No hat ( ). 
How else would you describe the clothe:;? 
5. What time of day is it? Can't tell ( ); Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ) .: Night ( ); 
6. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ) .: Summer ( ); Fall ( ); Winter ( ).: Spring ( ); 
7. Whaf colors do you see in your picture? Yellow { ); Orange ( ); Red ( t Purple ( ); Blue ( }; 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. What other objects or people do you see in your picture? 
---------------------
9. Is the person that you see a person that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ); 
Smelling anything ( ); 
12. Did you feel that you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ) • 
.. 13. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SAMPLE 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the boy ( ); The boy and a fence ( ); A whole scene with a boy and 
a fence in it ( ). 
ifj· Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country ( ); Some other place ( ); 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can•t tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 8 ( ); About 12 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); 
Hair Can•t tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Auburn ( ); Other ( ). · 
Short ( ); Long. ( ); Medium ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Other ( ). 
Clothes Can•t tell ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ); Cap( ); Other ( ); 
Shirt ( ); Jacket ( ); Coat ( ); Dungarees ( ); Long pants( ); Short pants ( ); 
Shoes ( ); S:>c ks ( ); Barefoot ( ); Other ( ); 
How else would you describe the boy? 
----------------------------------------------------
5. Check the words bel.ow that describe the fence as you see it. 
Can• t tell ( ); Picket ( ); Wooden board ( ); Iron ( ); Stone ( ); Other ( ); 
What color? How high? 
----------- --------------
How else would you describe the fence? 
------------------------------------------------
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Open field ( ) Barn ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Cars ( ) 
Lawn ( ) House ( ) Alley ( ) People ( ) 
Trees ( ) Garage ( ) Road ( ) Toys ( ) 
Woods ( ) Bui I dings ( ) Street ( ) Stones ( ) 
Shed ( ) 
Name anythins else you see in your picture. 
7. Check any color that you see in your picture. Yellow ( ); Orange ( }; Red ( }; Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( }; White ( ); 
8. Is the boy you see a boy that you know the minute you see it? Yes ( }; No ( }; 
(Ill .- Is the place that you see a place you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( }; Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( }; Hearing anything ( } 
Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
SENTENCE 9 
I, Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the person ( ); The person and water ( }; A whole scene with 
a person and water in it ( ) • 
., 
3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( }; At the beach ( ); At a pond ( ); At a lake ( )y At a 
11 swimming-hole 11 ( ); _At a skating pond or lake ( ); Other ( ). 
4, Do you see people? Tell about them 
---------------------------------------------
5. How would you describe the person the sentence is about? 
Age Can•t tell· ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); Other-----
Hair Can•t tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Red ( ); Short ( ); Long ( ); 
Straight ( ); Curly ( ); 
Clothes Can 1 t tell ( ); TrunkS ( ); Bathing suit ( ); Winter clothes ( ); Summer clothes ( ); 
No clothes ( ); Other 
----------------------------------------------
How else would you describe the person? 
-----------------------------------------
6. What other objects or people do you see in your picture? 
----------------------------
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
8. Is the person in your picture a person that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9, Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were : Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel a shiver as you read the sentence? Yes ( ); No { ). 
& Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
13. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( } No ( ). 
14. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the bowl ( ); The bowl on a table or shelf ( ); A whole 
picture with a bowl in it ( ) • 
. -~· Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a kitchen ( ); In a dining room ( ); In a living room ( ); 
- Outdoors ( ); Some other place ( ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the bowl you see. 
Material Can't tell ( ); Wood ( ); Glass ( ); Crockery ( ); Other ( ); 
Size-Shape Can't tell ( ); Round ( ); Oval ( ); Square ( ); Other ( ); 
Shallow ( ); Deep ( ); 
Contents Almonds ( ); Cashews ( ); Filberts ( ); Brazi Is ( ); Peanuts ( ); Mixed ( ); Pecans ( ); 
Salted ( ); In the shell ( ); Other description 
--------------------------------
5. Check any other objects you see in your picture. 
Ash tray ( ) 
Candy ( ) 
Cheese corn ( ) 
Children ( ) 
Cigarettes( ) 
Coffee cups ( ) 
Couch ( ) 
Curtains ( ) 
Flowers ( ) 
Large chairs ( 
People ( ) 
Sandwiches ( ) 
Silverware 
Table cover 
TV set 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Other objects? 
--------
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); White ( ); 
7. How else would you describe your picture? 
--------------------------------------------
8. Is the bowl you see a bowl that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ); 
Tasting anything ( ). 
- II. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
-....,.. 
• 
' l 
SENTENCE 8 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just violets ( ); Violets in a field ( ); A whole scene with violets 
and a field in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); In the country ( ); In the city ( ); Other 
----------------
4. Check the words below that describe the violets you see. 
Wild wood violets ( ) Other description? Single ( ) 
Bouquet ( ) 
Many ( ) 
African ( ) 
Sparse ( ) 
Clumps ( ) 
Many bluettes ( ) ------------------
Blanket of ( ) 
5. What time of year is it? Can•t tell ( ) ; Summer ( ); Fall ( ); Winter ( ); Spring ( ). 
6 . What time of day is it? Can •t tell ( ); Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ). 
7. Check the words below that describe anything else you saw in your picture. 
Bee ( ) Gate ( ) Stones ( ) Other objects? 
Brook ( ) Gravel path ( ) Trees ( ) 
Cow ) ) Fence ( ) Woods ( ) 
Curved path ( ) Hay ( ) Wall ( ) 
Grass ( ) Steps ( ) 
B. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
9. Is this a place that you know the minute you see it? . Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Is your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Do you see the same picture now that you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 2 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
2. Did you see: Just a pie ( ); A pie on something ( ); A whole scene with a pie in it ( ); 
.~. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a kitchen ( ); 
In a living room ( ); In a dining room ( ); In a bakery ( ); Other ( ). ~ ,. 
4. Check the words below that desGribe the pie you see. 
light crust ( ) 
Crispy crust ( ) 
Deep dish ( ) 
Table Talk ( ) 
Juice boiling out ( ) 
Steam rising ( ) 
Other 
Top crust open laced ( ) 
One piece cut out ( ) 
V-shaped cuts in top ( ) 
Top crust puffed up ( ) 
---------------------------------------------
5. Check the things below that you see in your picture. 
Army tent ( ) Cabinets ( ) Maid ( ) Platter ( ) 
Apron ( ) Cook ( ) Modern kitchen ( ) Refrigerator ( ) 
Bakery ( ) Children ( ) Old kitchen ( ) Sink ( ) 
Black wood stove ( ) Curtains ( ) Oven rack ( ) Silverware ( ) 
Black coal stove ( ) Delivery truck ( ) Oven door ( ) Table ( ) 
Brick Building ( ) Flames ( ) Pantry ( ) Window ( ) 
Bread mixer ( ) Fireplace ( ) Plate ( ) Wooden board ( ) 
Pie tins ( ) Farmhouse ( ) 
Bond bakery ( ) 
What else do you see in your picture? 
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
,J. Is the place you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ); 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ).; 
,. 
10. Is the picture you see now the same one you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
-'! ( ' 
_.II. • • 
SENTENCE 7 
I. Do you see a picture as you read th is sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the car ( ); The car and a street ( ); A whole picture with a car 
and a street in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can ' t tell ( ); In the country ( ); In the city ( ); Other 
------
4. Check the words below that describe the car as you see it. 
Coupe ( ) Open ( } New ( ) Make? 
Convertible ( ) Closed ( ) Old ( ) 
Roadster ( ) Top Down ( ) Jalopy ( ) Year made 
Sedan ( ) Large . ( ) 
Truck ( ) Small ( ) Color Speed 
5. How would you describe the street? 
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Back yard ( ) Grass ( ) Houses ( ) Sun ( ) Other objects? 
Bridge ( ~ Fields ( ) Lamp posts ( ) Moon ( ) 
Brush ( ) FIat country ( ) Highway ( Trees ( ) 
Blue sky ( ) · Flowers ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Woods ( ) 
Gray sky ( ) Hills ( ) Stars ( ) 
7. Do you see people in your pic ture? Tell about them. 
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ) ; Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ) . 
9. Do you know the place that you see the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Was your picture : Clear ( ); C lear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( }. 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 3 
I. Did you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes(. ); No ( ); 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the dishes ( ); The dishes and a floor ( ); A whole scene 
with dishes and a floor in it ( ). 
.. .3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a kitchen ( 
In a living room ( ); Outdoors ( ); Somewhere else ( 
); In a dining room ( 
); 
C tn a pantry ( 
4. Check the words below that describe the dishes as you see them. 
Material Can't tell ( ); Glass ( ); China ( ); Crockery ( ); English bone china ( ); 
Willow-ware ( ); Other ( ); 
Kind Can't tell ( ); Plate ( ); Cup ( ); Saucer ( ); Tray of dishes ( ); Pieces of 
. dishes ( ); Other ( ). 
What color were they? How many? 
--------------------
---------------
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Apron ( ) Drain board ( ) Stove ( ) Other objects 
Boy ( ) Refrigerator ( ) Towel ( ) 
Busboy ( ) Sink ( ) Waiter ( ) 
Cabinets ( ) Children ( ) Waitress ( ) 
Dish pans( ) People ( ) 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( 
Blue ( ); G reen ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. Did you know the dishes you saw the minute you saw them? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
Di d you know the place you saw the minute you saw it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9 , \Nos your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Is the picture you see now the same one you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
); 
); 
SENTENCE 6 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the food ( ); The food and a table ( ); A whole picture with 
food and a table in it ( ); See a picture but none of these ( ). 
~. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); Back yard ( ); On a boat ( ); Coffee shop ( ); Hillside ( ); 
Wooded grove ( ); Meadow ( ); Bank of a stree~m ( ); Other ( ). 
4. What time of year is it? Can•t tell ( ); Spring ( ); Summer ( )· Fall ( ); Winter ( ). 
5. What time of day is it? Can•t tell ( }; Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ) . 
6. What food do you see? Can•t tell ( ); 
Hot dogs ( ) Sandwiches ( ) 
Hamburgers ( ) Potato Chips ( ) 
Chicken ( } Sweet Corn ( ) 
Steak ( } Popcorn ( } 
Ham ( } 
What other foods do you see? 
Candy ( ) 
Ice Cream ( ) 
Pie ( ) 
Cake ( ) 
Coffee 
Tea 
Milk 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
------------------------------------------------------
7. What people ,do you see in your picture? 
---------------------------------------------
8. Check the obj~cts below that you see in your picture. 
Ants ( ) Charcoal Stove ( ) Flies ( ) Matches ( ) Trees ( } 
Ashcan ( } Cigarettes ( ) Farmer ( ) Napkins ( ) Waterfall ( ) 
Blanket ( ) Dog ( ) Gas Pump ( ) Rocks ( ) Umbrella ( } 
Brook ( } Flowers ( ) Green Lawn ( ) Straws ( ) 
Chair ( ) Fish Lines ( } Lake ( ~ Table ( } 
Name anything else you see in your picture. 
9. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
10. Is this a place you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( }; Tasting 
anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ) • 
. ,2. Did you feel as though you were a part of the picture? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
13. Was your picture: Clear ( ) · Clear in parts and blurred in others ( )·Blurred ( ). 
14. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 4 
I. Did you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the boy ( ); The boy and the clay ( ); A whole scene with 
a boy and clay in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); In a bedroom ( ); In a living room ( ); In a 
. .., dining room ( ); In a playroom ( ); Other ( ); 
cl;-. 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can• t te II ( ); About 2 ( ); About 5 ( ); About 7 ( ); About 10 ( ); Other ( ); 
Hair Can•t tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Other ( ) 
Short ( ); Long ( ); Medium length ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ). 
Clothes Can•t tell ( ); Shirt ( ); Jacket ( ); Coat ( ); Dungarees ( ); Long pants ( ); 
short pants ( ); Shoes ( ); No shoes ( ); Barefoot ( ); 
How else would you describe the boy? 
--------------------------------------------
5. Check the things below that describe the clay you see. 
Ball of clay ( ) Multicolored ( ) Brown ( ) 
Long thin cord ( ) Yellow ( ) Shape of clay? 
Large lumps ( ) Green ( ) 
Modeling ( ) Blue ( ) Position of clay? 
6. What other objects do you see in your picture? 
7. Is the boy you see a boy that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ); 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); 
10. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
II. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 5 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the person ( ); A person and a floor ( ); A whole scene with a 
person and a floor in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a living room ( ); In a 
bedroom ( ); In an office ( ); In a gymnasium ( ); Some other place ( ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( }; About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( }; About 30 ( }; Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( }; Brown ( ); White ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Long { ); Short { ); 
Curly ( ); Straight ( }; Waved ( }; Other ( ). 
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Pajamas ( ) Sweater and skirt ( ); Bathing suit ( ); Long dress ( ); 
House coat ( ); Slippers ( ); Shoes ( ); · 
Other description 
--------------------------------------------------~ 
5. What else do you see in your picture? 
-------------------------------------------
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( }; Orange { ); Purple ( ); Red ( ); 
Blue { ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
7. Did you know the person you saw the minute you saw her? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Did you know the place you saw the minute you saw it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Was your picture: Clear { ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything { ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( }; Tasting anything ( ) . 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
... 12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
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The Scope of the Study 
The mental imagery tests, Form B of Singleton's 
Imagery Checklist, were administered to children at the 
first grade level to determine if his checklist could be 
used at that level and if first grade children did report 
mental imagery. Since the main object of this study was 
to compare the mental imagery of city and rural children 
end the influence of the experiences in the environment 
upon their mental imagery, two first grade groups from 
widely different areas were chosen to be tested. 
The first group of first grade youngsters tested were 
children who now live and attend school in a community 
in the Greater Boston Metropolitan area. Twenty-four 
of the twenty-eight children tested were born and have 
lived their five or six years of life in this city area. 
Three of the children were born in other city are as and 
I 
II 
I 
moved to the Greater Boston Metropolitan area before they 
were three. Only one child in the city area was born in I 
a town, Amesbury, Mass., and lived there until he wa s five. II 
Therefore, the tests administered in the city area were 
administered to children with only a city background except / 
for the one child starred on Chart l, which lists the I! 
birthplaces and other residences of children not born in 
the Greater Boston Metropolitan area. 
Chant l 
Birthplaces and Other Residences of City Children 
________ l _____ ·-------~··· ---·-·· ··ft-~ .. -- ~··----~----~--~----"~"'~"···-·--~~--.. ·----·~,..._,. _,_ ....... -.. ---~·----'·-~ . 
I Child j Birj>hplace J Information about Residence ;: 
1 -----.. ··r-------~-~---~----.:.....--~~~- ------... -. ~---~-Y ...... ~-.. ·-···-------·.,-~,,-~---~J~---·-~ .... -... ·-·------ ·---· ~---· ·1 
l ! ! f ! Girl #7 i Richmond, Va . \ Moved to her present home ~ 
1 ; when s:he was three 1 
l I I f 
I. f l t ! l ' • l .. , _ __________ -1----...... _ _, ______ -- _______ .. ............. ..... --.. ·----~------ ............ _ _, ............. -------- ............. -·- ... .. -- .- -- --- ...................... ! 
1
1 ~- t:l~rl #9 ~ Chelsea, Mass. i Lived in Omaha, Nebra ska ~ j ~ f ! for four months [ 
! : I ~ 
i t t f 1--· ........... ------- .... -- .. --- ..... ........ -----·· ··-· ... _________ .. _____ ........... -....... L ......... -........... ............ ., ......................... --·-·---···------- -~ ... ---- ......... ..i l - ( [ ) 
! Boy #3 { Portsmouth, N: H. ! Moved to his present home / 
1 1 when an infant I 
I ' I i, 
1.· -~r~----- ----- ···- ·····--!- ··········-··-··· -- ----····· ..... ····-- ··--···--····· .I 
! Boy # 6 Amesbury , Ma ss. Moved to his present home 
~ 
1 
~ when he was five 
r , r 
1 1 r 
l 
r I 
l : 
I. ' 
- --··------------·· j _____ ... ..... .................................. ............ -- _ _______ __j__ ______________________ ____ .. ......... - ----· ·"··--------- .... ...... ... . ....... --- - << .... . . 
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The second group of first grade youngsters tested were 
children who now live and attend school in a community in 
'I 
the rural section of northern Maine. Twenty-eight of the 1 
thirty-four children tested were born and have lived their 
:1 five or six years of life in this rural area. Five of the 
· children were born or lived for a time in another Maine 
i! town. Only one of the children tested was born in a city, 
!I 
I, 
I' 
! 
Bangor, Ma ine, but that child moved to a rural area before 
he was three years of age. Therefore, the tests that were 
administered in the rural area were administered to 
children with only a rural background except for the one 
child starred on Chart 2, which lists the birthplaces and 
other residences of children not born in the rural section 
of northern Maine. 
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Chart 2 
Birthpla ces and Other Residences of Rural Children 
I· 
I 
I i .G 
----='!=-~ .0..""-' 
·I 
II I 
I' 
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I' 
II 
II r ·c:~~;-·r~:-~~-;;:;::----··T-;~:::;~:~--~;:~;·· ~:~~:~::· -~ II 
~ i ~ ~ r-- . -~-r~~·-". ···~--·· ......... ···-···~.OM··"·~ ·----··--~·~-·~-~-· . ,-···-~···""'"-··· .. ··------ .. -· .. ·-~ --.......... ~···-----... --.. ·~-~-·-----1 : 
! 1 Girl #2 f Ash land, Maine ~ Moved to Blaine an d t hen to ~ ' 
~ 1 i her present home when she i 
;· ~ : was five ! 1 t I I' , 
. ~ ~ ~ I I • i • , I r-------~.·~~r-·~~···---·~~--~~· .·~"····· ~,...---=~·-· ·"'·"·--- ~~"'i''--····"~··---···-·"''·-···"'-·-·-»•-··-·-· ----- , I! 
'i f Boy #2 f Cumberl and Bay, t_\ Moved to pre sent home when f II 
~ r New Brunswick I he wa s an infant ~ 
~ ~ ~· ~ 
r 1 ' I 1-~--. ·-·-·~· ···"····- ~---J .. _ ...... ~-.·~----~~"'''"'-· ·- ·"-··-----.-- .. ····--l-----·-·--- -- -- ·""""_" ________________ ..._, 
" i \ ~ ! Boy #4 l Ashland, Maine } : Moved to Blaine and then to i ! 1 r. his present home when he ~ 
1 i ~ was four t 11 
l . . . . . . . ! . . .. . t II 
{ l !1 t·~·""''"·- ,. ...... ~--i· .. --~-.u---•-~ - •'4 "'-~""""" '"~ .. ~··~ •~•-•~" ''(·-·~·~·~ ~·-~·· ··~'""~~""''""~'~"-~~- - - ·""'"--··- ""·--··· .. ·• -· ·· · --··---1 ~~ 
l Boy #17 j Somersworths, N.H. ! Live d there for t wo months :I 
, l ! 
' i ! ~.* .......... ~-~-·-~-·-+·--'"·------ ........ ~---· · ·-- .. ·-···--~"----··--+--··---.. ··---·'"·"·'"""" .. -............... ---·- - -- ---------t! :1 
I Boy #19 ! Bangor, Ma ine I Lived there for 2~ years , I 'i' 
I I' 1 moved to Carmel, Maine for I 
! La year, and t h en to present 
L-.--..... . -- _______ J_______ .. -.. ~ ..... ·- .............. --·· ....... -. .. - .J:!<?.!!J~- -- -- - - .......... _ ...•... -... --.. ------·---.. ·--------~-----
- _ .. _. -- -- -·r-
1 
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This study is one o~ a group o~ studies about mental 
imagery. The studies used one or both of the forms o~ 
Singleton's Imagery Checklist to determine whether it 
could be used on different grade levels. Only first 
grade children were tested in my study but each grad.e 
level f r om one to eight was represented in a t le a st one 
study. The studies are listed below in order of the 
grade level of the children tested: 
Hardy, Helen B., Analysis of mental imagery in grade one. 
Brennan, Elizabeth A., An Analysis of mental image ry of 
primary children. 
Miller, Helen G., An evaluation of imagery a t the third 
grade level, a determination of its 
stability and reliability. 
ealdwin, Helen R., An analysis o~ mental imagery in grades 
Derderian, Agnes two, three, ~our, and ~ive. 
Devlin, Mary J. 
DiAssisi, Justina J. 
Lombardi, Ellen 
Lombardi, Mary 
O'Brien, Anne 
::-___ -::""-. -
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Daivis, Dorothy, An analysis of mental imagery in grade 
five. 
Martin, Clarice B., The comp arison of real experience 
mental imagery and vicarous experience. 
Mental imagery in silent re ading in 
grade five. 
Walsh, John H., Ment al imagery and relationship to other 
factors on fifth and sixth grade level. 
Tappin, Doris A., Problems involved in the measurement of 
imagery in seventh and eighth grades. 
Waterhouse, Charles, An inve stigation of the relationship 
between mental imagery and written 
recall in eighth grade. 
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Chapter II 
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Procedure II 
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Checklist for Commona lity of Experiences 
School 
Town -·-------
l o Have you ever eaten salt nuts? 
l 
Did :rou eat tr.:3m ~>·olT. n b ? 
Have you ever sesn salt nuta i: ~ c, : .. ,)wl? 
2o Does ;your mother(oz- somoone a~.- your house) make apple pice? 
--2 
Have you been to a baker.1 wheu apple pies we~e being made? 
Have you smelled pple pies wh .. n they first came from the oven? 
-
3o Have you ever brok n a dish by letting it drop to the floor? 
--' Have you a e someon else drop a dish? 
4. Reve you ever playej with blut olay? 
-=4 
He.ve you seen other children - l aying ld th clay? 
;o Have you ever been in a gym fo~ .. your game time .. :t ,3ohool? 
Have you ever seen anyone doill;· e::t.arcises? 
6o Have you ever been on a picnic: • 
7 o Do you 11 ve on e. street uhe~·e ·!.hG!'·~ llre J.oto of caro going by? 
Have ;you seen car a going very .:as·;:;? 
8. Have you ever eeen purple viol::·.ts? 
__ a 
Did ;you see them in a noris·t :::bop? 
Did YC!U see them growing out. :u:.. the field? 
9, Have you been to a lake? ~=9 
Have you baen to the beach? 
Have you ever been in cold Yat.:::r? 
:t 
I 
I 
J 
Step 1 
'I 
Determining the Commonality of the Experiences 
Used in the Test Items 
For each stimulus sentence one to three questions are 
listed on the Checklist for Commonality of Experiences. 
These questions are designed to determi ne whethe r the 
items in the stimuli sentences are in the experiential ,1 
background of the child to be tested. Each child in the 
two groups wa s a sked to give 11 Yes" or "No" response s to 
the questions on the checklist. The child's own 
cla ssroom te a cher administered the checklist, re ading the 
que stions to e a ch child individually and recording a 
check mark ( ) if the answer was 11Yes 11 and a minus mark (-) 
if the answer wa s "No". These ch ecklists were marked 
e a rly in the fall. The tabulations of the "Yes-No" 
responses are shown on chart 3 and 4. 
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Chart 3 
· Tabulation of "Yes-No 11 Responses of City Children 
on Checklist for Commonality of Experiences 
II 
;I 
I 
---.- ... ~..-... ~ · ~· • '""';,:_ ,..,. , ~-. ,...,.- ···. -~·· -r, \~ ... ' '''··' ..,. _ . ,·;4 ' ' ; .,~. - ~: .~ ... ~ ~ ' q . ,._,, • ..., ... --.. , :·.~~-- • · . 4--· ''-'¥',.,;... -, ,., .... . ~ ~- _ ..,,.,. .• · --·-"---.· ~ ... -. ...... ----..... ... I 
Question Response ~ II 
~ ~i£e~~~;e:i~~h::t~~~!~!\~~~s? -. . . .. . ~i"'; -J"i lj 
I Have you ever seen salt nuts in a bowl? - 20 ~ 8 l I 
1
1-;: :i~;:~b~~:~ri:F:a~:·~::e:·~·~:::: ::::~·; -· :· ·~: ·•-::--, ~~ 
were being made: I 1 i Have you smelled apple pies when they first 15 13 [ l came from the oven? , _ ! ; ______ .. ___ ..,_. _____ ,_..,..,.,_ _____ ... _ _. .. __ ......... ., .... _.,. ____ ,._~-----·-· .... ..,. .. _~_ .. _,_ ,_ ......... -~~-- .. ... , ..... -.  -... ... ~ ~ ...... f, ............. - , .... _' 
! 3 Have you ever broken a dish by letting it : 13 1 15 I 
i • drop to the f'loor? ! [ 
l Have you seen someone else drop a dish? 23 I 5 I 
I I... I .-~-- .. .... ... _"""" ___ ,......,. _,,, .... ----- ·"""•''' .,_,. __ ,.., __ ._ .... _. -------·-· -- ...... . _,._ ..,.,, ..-, ... ,. ...... -....... ,.. .... ........ ... _._ .... .... .. -;,.  __ , __ ...,._ ... _ .... _.,_ .................. ....... -, ... !_ .. ,, .... -~ 
l 4. Have you ever played with blue clay? ,· 27 1 
Have you seen other children playing ; 26 2 
~ with clay? . i I 
;-- .. ----·--~-·· · --·- - · ---- .. , ........... ·-· ·· .... ... _, __  , __ . "--·--·"-............... - ........ ,. ......... ---.. ....... ----· --·- ·-- -- ............... -·- .......... ~-·--· ··-· ... ·{-· ...... .. . .. , 
; 5. Have you ever been in a gym f'or your game t 28 i 0 
time at school? , t 
Have you ever seen anyone doing exercises? t 16 f 12 
) --...........~----··· "',"·- · ·~'X- · · · .,.·~r...~,.'- t'- .. .. -, .. ,._ .. \ -.... :, --· .. :," 1..' ~ · ~ :~-- -~~ .... ~-· ...... ...... .......... ~ ........ .... ~ •. .. .•• _,.,~. :·· .. ~::.; .'\·~ ~J, ':' : !:"·'_ .. -.... . · - • • • -. ... . -..... .- -~ ...... ..... . .... ,..,. . ... ........... ..... .. {' ·· ··~ ........ . .#' ..... ., .. ~ f 
; 6. Have you ever been on a picnic? .. 22 1 6 I 
--·-"'~'"''"_'.._.., ,,, •• _, .. , , .. ,_.,, ... . . ~ ... . . ,..,,, _...,_, , ,..,, R,•_.. .. _, ,_..,.,.,u- • •- ..... ., , ,._.o .. - .. • • >..,.,t .. a••-• "' ' " ~" •'' ' • '- ' "'"0.-.. ! ~ ..... . w-.·.-..•• 6-"'"' .,,,.,., ... - .. ,,~,.•• <•" ,_ . .. , ., ,,_• ,•o••H ., •. , ,_. • ••, '"~ 
. t. : 
! 7. Bo you live on a street where there are lots j 23 1 5 ~ 1 
: of c a rs going by? l i I i Have you seen cars going very fast? ~ 24 i 4 ~~ 
: -----·-.. -~-- -···-----· .. ·-·--.. "·~···- -··-··--··· .. ..... _._, ........ _ .. ., ... •'"·--··"· ......................... ... ~-~-.. ----·--.---··---·· .. ·~--- .. , -"t--~~ ..... -· 
; s. Have you ever seen purple violets? , 13 l 15 1 
· Did you see them in a florist shop? 9 l 19 I 
Did you see them growing out in the f'ield? 1 6 
1 
22 1 
, 9. -~:::· ~~~-~:~~--!~~:!·~:!:~~--~- - ,, _  -- . ------- - ~i - ··~g-! I 
:~~~!.::::e!;:::~~:;~~:;k~~ -~~~:;:;- --·-------;: - ~ . ;--,1'1 
~....1------... 
I 1: j Chart 4 
I T abul a tion of "Yes - No" Responses of Rural Children 
on Checklist for Commonality of Experiences 
~-· ... -""""-' ... ............. ,...,,._. .,.._ .•. .,. .......... ~ ... ~....:..-.. .... - .. .-· .... ~ .. ... ~ ...... ·~··-............ ·.·<~ ·-·,...-. ·~ ..... r ,.~ ...... -... :-· •--. ... ., ...... . .,. ......... ·-"~ .,_ ·· ~ ,.. ~ ~ .... - · ~·- .... ·:·. ~ : ~.,...····· -· ... ·.a .. ~·· .. . -... ~"·--···- ·r· · ~ ·--:---"· .. ..... ~, .... ~ -- .,.~...,.i I' 
1----·-- -- ·- · -----~~~~-~-~~~~----·-·----~·----·" --······ '" "" .. "'""···-· .. · ••'-' ''" ... '· ···-··~-- -·" ... , ..... ~J~X.;.~.r~~-~-~1 i: 
l l. Have you ever e a ten salt nuts? ;I 31 ~ 3 ( I j Did y ou e a t them from a b a g? 1 24 i 10 j 
] Ha ve you eve r seen s alt nuts in a bowl? ~ 2 2 i 12 i ll 
1----·-.------·----------··--~------~-- .. ·----·--·-·-·-· ............... ""'"'"·"''"'~---............ -......... , .. ,, __._, -~····~--· · -"·"" ' '· ····t· · ··--~·· '"'· ' t " ..... ~---"·-; 
I .; l 
;\ 2. Does your mother (or someone a t your house) · 32 2 ~ 
·1 make apple pies? " i l Have you be en to a bakery when ap ple pies J 5 29 i 
. were being made? 1. I 
Have you smelled ap p le pies wh en they first ~ 27 7 , 
came from the oven? i 
1 ___ _ ___ .. ____ ._ .....  --~ ... · "-~·«·· ... -_. .... , ...... -,.-·---·~·-··· .. · ····.,..· ~ ·~ · .. ·M·.-~-.---'"·~, .. -.... ~--·->···-· ..  ~,-~ ... ...... ·-r-~· -~-·-" ·r- .. ... .. .. .... 1 , i 3. Have you ever broken a dish by letting it ! 24 i 10 ! 
i drop to the floor? 1 ~ ! 
( Have you seen someone else drop a dish"l ! 23 ( 11 ! i _ ... ..-.. .... --•.....:• .. ~·-r •,..•,_..,O)'.""¥'• .. •:~· •-,.• f•· ··· "''"'"'''""" .,. ......... ,.~,, ,.... ,,_l''"...., "'.,.,"'neT.:O":>'.-..,,,.,.., ,,._.,~ ~: ,."' ,...,.., ,, , ,_...._,,,:.,.~· , .,\ -'l<":'l~"t··~· •••'-'•"f• <'-'' ' ." ' " ' "c:'tt.')~ ~· "r. ''' • .:·,::.·<' ''! :-': ~ ·· ~ ·.H ·• f· "·•· (.!I."" ·f.-:.. r.~< "-'10<:....;..;-.-f 
! 4. Ha ve you ever played with blue clay? .l 18 ! 16 i ~ t ll ~ ~ ! Have you seen other children playing with clay1 18 l 16 1 
;-------.._ __ ............_....,_,..,..,......,.";.J.- •.,...Y-... :!o~ll--.->"',....,...~ •. ·••..,-.,...., .... - .... oy ... •-•;- ·;--•¥"'"""'"" '\"' -u••7'"'~· •·"·" "'' ~ -'• ("foo•~.t· ,. ,..,. •••• ''"' 'loo•...,...,.,. ..... . ,,.t"r .. ,..._ .. ~ .. .. .... •f·•·•..-.o-w.ll-".0:-.\\; 
I 5. Have y ou ever be en in a gym for your game ! l 1 3 3 I 
i time at school? · ( ! f 
t. .. i I [ Have you ever seen anyone doing exercises? ; 33 1 1 1 1 
i .,., ....:---""-·••.:. .... ..--.._ ... ,.,. ,..., .. ,_,.,..,...,~,. "-,.,...,,,,, .....,. ,._....,,,...,,.. ...  ,.:-... ..,.,;,; ~ "ot.,J!'''........,. .. /JI~ o -.,.i..-i!!f'* ,,~,.. .... ,..,.~:t'r''o;'l' ,, ,,~.;-~-..- ;~;~o.,. .~··, '·""•·'" T ' ""-'1''' '"1" ... "';, t.~: •• • ·•-.-.·<!-•! !... 'v.'.l~f".,.,•\f• ~ .., , ··!• · r·~t ~ ., 'lit;> .. ,.._, r 
f, 6. Have you eve r been on a p icnic? \ 30 i 4 [ 
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Step 2 
Presenting the Testing Technique 
to an Experimental Group 
Another first grade group in the S fu~e school in 
the Greater Boston Metropolitan area was used as an 
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experiment a l group for pretesting. This was the procedure 
followed with the whole group in the first preliminary 
presentation of the testing technique: 
tt I help boys and girls le arn how to re ad just the 
way your teacher, Mrs. 
-----
, helps you learn to 
read. I would like to know what happens when I read to 
you, so I would know how to help boys and girls have 
more fun reading. Some boys and girls tell me that they 
see pictures when I say words or tell stories to them. 
Some boys and girls tell me that they never see pictures 
and other boys and girls aren't sure whether they see 
pictures or not. I want you to tell me exactly what 
happens to you when I say this word. There are no right 
or wrong answers because I don't know whether boys 'and 
girls are supposed to see pictures or not. You can help 
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me by saying 1no 1 if you don't see a picture and by telling 1 
me how your picture looks if you do see a picture. 
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"Are you ready to listen? Let's close our eyes while 
I say 'boat'. Now with your eyes still closed, will you 
raise your hand to tell me tha t you do see a picture? 
Thank you. I saw some boys and girls who didn't se e any 
picture and I'm gl a d tha t they told me by keeping their 
hand right down. Now open your eyes because I want to 
hear about your picture." 
Guide questions: 
1. Wh a t kind of a boa t did you see? 
2. How big was it? 
3. What color wa s it? 
4. vYhere was the bo at? 
5. Did you see any people? Who were they? 
6. Vvhat else wa s in the picture? 
After e a ch guide question as many children a s 
volunt e ered were allowed to make a response. On a sheet 
of p aper their responses were recorded or duplica te 
response s were checked so that the children would b e 
used to the writing or checking for eve ry response a s it 
will be done in the t e st situa tion. 
"Now let's try another word. Clos e your eyes a gain 
and see wh at you see when I say 1house 1 • Before you open 
your eyes, rai ~e your h and to tell me tha~ you s aw a 
picture. Keep your hand down if you didn't see a picture. 
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Now op en your eyes and tell me about your :pictures." 
Guide questions: 
1. vV.hat kind of a house did you see? 
2. What color was it? 
3. Did you see any people? 
4. What were they doing? 
5. What else do you see in the picture? 
6. Was the house that you saw your own house? 
"Thank you for helping me. I will come and see you 
again tomorrow." 
More than two stimuli words were ready for use but 
the children were getting the idea after using two words 
as the reports of their responses show. 
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Reports on Responses from the Experimental Group 
to First Preliminary Presentation of Testing Technique 
Word: boa t 
Types: 
Size: 
police 
motor boat 
sail boa t 
battleship 
rowboat 
speed boa t 
subma rine 
big 
little 
Color: 
blue v v 
blac~ 
red v v v 
Pilrple 
Position: 
Word: house 
Type: 
apartment 
Color: 
red .,.... "' 
black 
white 
red roof 
People: 
some people inside 
girl 
boy picking flowers 
some people outside 
Other objects: 
green grass around 
steps 
trees """ v 
flowers 
:vocking chair 
il 
,I 
in the water V"' V" 
under water 
sunk 
rug and dolls on the floor ·1 
roses 
on the hills 
tied up on the wharf 
People: 
policeman 
Is it your house._, 
Yes ""' """ ....-
man jumping out of the boa t 
girl and boy 
state trooper 
Other objects: 
harbor 
cha ir and man 
house 
sun 
On the next day this was the procedure followed with 
the whole group in the second preliminary presentation of 
the testing t e chnique: 
"The last time I talked to you we had fun seeing what 
kind of pictures you saw when I said a word to you. Today 
I'm going to tell you a story. But first I want you to 
look at some different kinds of pictures with me. 
"Do you remember the time when Father took the picture 
of the whole family? Here is the way the picture looked. 
How is this picture different from the way the people 
really looked when they h a d their pictures taken? Now I 
would like to show you a picture of Joann, the little 
girl who lives at my house. Now here is another picture 
of us. How are the pictures different? Sometimes when 
I tell boys and girls a story they see the people and 
t h ings just a s they are in this picture without any color 
and sometimes they see things in their picture the same 
color tha t they really are. 
"This is a fl unnelgraph. I am going to stand it up 
here on the bla ckbo8.rd tray. Look right a t the white 
flannelgraph as I tell you this s tory. If you would 
r a ther close your eyes the way we did the last time, 
you may as you listen to the story. \Ve will keep very 
2 ,, ....,(., 
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quiet for a few minutes after I say the story so that 
everyone can see just what his picture is like before we 
start talking. Remember that it is .all right if no 
picture comes on the flannelgraph or when you close your 
eyes because some boys and girls do not see pictures. 
Are you re ady to listen? . 'The girl sat on the steps. tt 
Be qui e t for a minute. How many saw a picture when I said 
the storyt Now let's talk about your picture." 
Guide questions: 
1. How did the girl look? 
How old was she? 
What color wa s her hair? 
What was she wearing? 
2. How did the steps look? 
What color were they? 
Of what were they made'? 
3. Did you see the whole bouse? 
What size was it? 
4. Wa s anyone else in the picture? 
Who was it? 
5. What else did you see? 
"You h ave learned how to tell me about your pictu!'es 
very nicely. Ea ch one is going to st ay and play the game 
with me some day soon. You will each have a book just 
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like this and you will write your name on the f r ont. I 
will t e ll you a story and I will write down words or make 
marks just the way I h av e done today. Thank you for 
helping me. 11 
In the Appendix on pag es i and ii are shown the two 
pictures from the reading re adiness workbook for the 
Scott, Foresman and Company rea ding series, "Before We 
Re a d " , pages 24 and 25, which show F a t he r t aki n g picture s 
o:f t he f amily. In the Appendix on page iii are shown 
t he two picture s of Joann used in this present a tion. 
One is a Kodacolor print and the other is a bla ck and 
whit e print made from t he Kodacolor nega tive. 
Response s were a llowed from a s ma ny children a s 
wished to respond and their response s we r e recorded in 
the s ame Wa Y a s on the previous d ay. 
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Reports on Responses from the Experimental Group 
to Second Preliminary Present a tion of 'l1 esting Technique 
Sentence: The girl s a t on the steps. 
Girl: 
sad 
looked like me 
with her dog 
mothe r wa s holding her 
Age: 8 11 2 3 4 1 
Ha ir yellow blond curls curly 
Clothes: slacks and jersey 
red dress 
purple dress with a bow and buttons 
green dress with pink buttons 
Steps: 
Color: brown 
Mat e ri al: wood 
green gray red 
cement paper 
House: 
Size: big little 
Other People: mother 
brother 
sister 
doll 
middle-sized 
Mother c a lling her to lunch 
Other ~ Objects: pocket book 
flowers 
candy 
dog 
d a t 
mouse 
tree 
lu.."lch 
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Step 3 
Determining the Stimuli Questions to be Used 
Form B of Singleton's Imagery Checklist was to be 
used with the first grade children tested. Since the 
children could not read, the checklist would have to be 
read to them. The checklist was designed for use with 
adults and older children so some of the terms used were 
unfamiliar like "Material 11 and ''Contents 11 used when asking 
the child fo·r a description of the bowl in Sentence 1. 
So that a definite pattern of questions ·would be worked 
out before the testing of the groups started, three 
children from the experimental group were asked to respond 
to four of the stimuli sentences. Each child responded to 
Sentence 1 and to three other sentences so that there 
were three different children's responses to the questions 
under Sentence 1 and one child 1 s response to each of the 
other sentences. 
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It appeared to be confusing to : ask the child about the II 
scope of his picture before we talked about the picture. 
Therefore, question 2 about the scope was not asked until 
the question, "What else do yo-u see in your picture?" or 
the statement, "Check the things below that you see in 
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your picture. 11 If' the child said ''No" when a sked, 11Wh a t 
e lse do y ou see? 11 then he was asked "Did y ou se e only 
the and the ? 11 , the items mentioned 
in t he s ent ence and the second item under scope wa s 
checke d. If' the child began to name other obj e cts in his 
picture when a sked,"Wh a t e lse d o you see?" then t he third 
i tem under scope wa s checke d without asking the child a 
qu estion about the scope of' his p icture. 
With the f'irst child teste d on Sentence 1, all the 
items unde r 5. "Che ck any other objects th:::~ t y ou see 
in y our picture. 11 were read . The chil d made no response s 
until asked, "Do y ou see anything else'l" and he gav e f'our 
re sponses not li s t e d. On Sentence 2 the list was not 
read and he named one it em on the list a n d three othe rs. 
On Sentence 3 the list was aga in read. He ma de no 
r esp onses but added f'ive of' his own. With the second and 
third child the lis t was re ad only with Sentence 1 and 
t hen the conclusion was rea ched tha t bette r r esponses 
would be obt a ine d if' just the question, 11 ~hat else do you 
see in your picture?" wa s asked. 
These a re the stimuli questions f'or t h e visual section 
tha t were used with the two test groups det e rmined f'rom 
the type of' r e sponse s made to the que s~ioning by t h e 
t h ree children f'rom the experiment a l group: 
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Stimuli Questions Used During Testing 
Sentence 1: 
vVhere is y our picture? 
How does the bowl look? 
Of what is the bowl made? 
What shape is it? 
What is in the bowl? 
Wh a t else do you see in your picture? 
What colors do you see in your picture? 
Sentence 2: 
Where is your picture? 
How does the pie look? 
Wh at else do you see in your picture? 
Wbat colors do you see in your picture? 
Sentence 3: 
Where is your picture? 
How do the dishes look? 
Of what are the dishes made? 
v hat kind of dishes are they? 
Wh a t else do you see in your picture? 
'Wh a t colors do you see in your picture? 
Sent ence 4: 
wnere is your picture? 
How does the boy look? 
How old is he? 
What dolor 1 s his hair? 
Wh a t is he we a ring? 
How does the clay look? 
V'lh a t else do you see in your picture? 
Sentence 5: 
Vfhere is your picture? 
How does the person look'l 
What a ge is the person? 
What color of hair doe s the person h ave? 
~~at clothes does the person wear? 
What else do you see in your picture? 
What colors do you see in your picture? 
--- - - -- ----- ~-- - - --- -
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sentence 6: 
Where is your picture? 
Vfuat time of year is it? 
Wh a t time of d ay is it? 
\Vhat fo od do you see? 
Do you see any people in your picture? 
How do the y look? 
What else do you see in your pic§ure? 
What colors do you see in your picture? 
Sentence 7: 
Where is your picture? 
Wh a t kind of a car do you see? 
Wh a t color is it? 
V hat make of a c a r is it? 
In what year was it made? 
How fast wa s it going? 
Wh a t kind of a street was the c a r on? 
vVhat else do you see in your picture? 
vVhat colors do you see in your picture? 
Sentence 8: 
Where is your picture? 
Did you see few or many violets? 
How did they look? 
Wh a t time of year is it? 
What time of day is it? 
What else do you see in your picture!'? 
What colors do you see in youx• picture? 
Sentence 9: 
Where is your picture? 
How does the boy look? 
How old is he? 
Wh a t color is his hair? 
what is he wearing? 
Were any people with him when he fell in? 
How do they look? 
~Yhat else do you see in your picture? 
Wh a t colors do you see in your picture'? 
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Sentence 10: 
Where is your picture? 
How do e s the girl l ook? 
How old is she? 
wb a t color is her h a ir? 
Wh a t is she we a ring? 
\:Vh a t time of d ay is it? 
Wh a t t ime of ye a r is it? 
Wh a t colo r s do you see in your picture? 
~~at els e do you see in y our pic t ure? 
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Step 4 
Presenting the Testing Technique 
to the Groups to be Tested 
For the two days prior to the beginning of the 
individual testing with my group and in the morning and 
afternoon of the day preceding the testing with the 
rural group, a period of ten or fifteen minutes was 
spent with the class as a whole following the procedures 
outlined under Step 2 for the first and second 
preliminary presentation of testing techniques. 
Step 5 
Administering the Imagery Tests 
Each child in my room returned to the cl assroom in 
the afternoon for an individual testing. Each child in 
the rural group was either excused to come from his room 
during school time or remained at noon or after school 
to be tested. Form B of Singleton's Imagery Checklist 
was used. The stimuli sentences used for this form of 
the test are listed on the next page. The test was 
administered in two sittings. The sample sentence and 
Sentences 1 to 4 were administered at the first testing 
period. 
City group -- December 4 to December 22, 1952 
Rural group December 28 to December 31, 1952 
Sentences 5 to 10 were administered in the second 
testing period. 
Rural group-- February 24 to February 27, 1953 
City group -- Ma rch 9 to March 24, 1953 
Stimuli Sentences for Imagery Checklist 
Form B 
1. The bowl wa s filled with crisp salt nuts. 
2. The sweet smell of fresh apple pie filled the room. 
3. The dishes fell to the floor. 
4. The boy was squeezing blue clay between his fingers. 
5. She bent over to touch her toes. 
6. Ea ting the picnic lunch was the part they liked best. 
7. Making lots of noise the car speeded p a st the street. 
8. The field was f~ll of purple violets. 
9. The boy shivered as he fell into the cold water. 
10. She walked miles until every muscle was exhausted. 
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Step 6 
Scoring the Imagery Tests 
The creativeness and the constancy of ea_ch picture 
a_re determined and :four scores a re obtained :from each 
p age of the Image ry Checklist: 
1. A scope score 
2. A visua l imagery score 
3. An other imagery scor>e 
4. A cla rity score 
This is the method of scoring: 
Item 1 was not scored. 
Item 2 ·was scored 0, 1, or 2 to indicate the Scope 
of the picture. 
The items between the two heavy bl a ck lines ( 3 to 6 
or 3 to 9) were scored 1 point :for each item ch ecked and 1 
point :for each word or phras e written in as an extra 
response. The total number obtained was divided by 10 and 
the resulting score is the Visual Imagery Score. If 19 
responses were listed, the visua l imagery score would 
be 1.9 :for that sentence. 
The first item below the black line ( 7, 8, 9, or 10) 
tells whether the picture is a memory picture or a created 
picture. Three symbols were used: 
M ~H:- Memory picture 
C ~""'k Cre Hted picture 
C- -lH<- A picture partly from memory and partly cre ated 
For examp le, the child knew the plHce but not 
the person or the child knew the people but not 
the place of the scene. 
Sentences which begin 11Did you feel" give the score 
for the other types of im2gery used -- gustatory, auditory, 
olfactory, tactile, or kinesthetic. The score will v a_ry 
from 0 to 5 and is the Other Image ry Score • 
The question 11 Is your picture clear? 11 reve als the 
Cla rity Score and is scored from 2 for a cle£r picture 
down to 0 for a blurred picture. 
The l a st question determines the Constancy of the 
picture and is checked as + Const ant or - Changing. 
These scores are shovm on the sample page of the 
Imagery Checklist which is scored. These scores a re 
transferred to the Imagery Recording Sheet and the four 
scores are adde d to get the total imagery score for e ach 
sentence. Totaling the ten scores will give the visual 
image ry score and the tot a l i magery score for the test. 
A Sample Page of Imager y Checklist Scored 
SENTENCE 2 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes (/); No ( ); S 
cafe 
2. Did you see: Just a pie ( ); A pie on something ( j A whole scene with a pie in it ( ); score 
:S- I 
--------------------------------------------~---------------------------------
_.1. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a kitchen ((}; 
In a living room ( ); In a dining room ( ); In a bakery ( ); Other ( ). ~/ 
4. Check the words below that describe the pie you see. 
Light crust ( /) Top crust open laced ( 
Crispy crust ( ) One piece cut out ( 
Deep dish ( ) V-shaped cuts in top ( 
Table Talk ( ) Top crust puffed up ( 
) Juice boiling out ( 
) Steam rising ( 
) 
) Other 
) 
) v; s u 'a I S'COI b ,1-e~ 
5. Check the things below that you see in your picture. V - .~ 
Army tent ( ) Cabinets ( ) Maid ( ) Platter ( ) 
Apron ( ) Cook ( ) Modern kitchen ( ) Refrigerator ( ) 
Bakery ( ) Children ( ) Old kitchen ( ) Sink ( ) 
Black wood stove ( ) Curtains ( ) Oven rack ( ) Silverware ( ) 
Black coal stove ( ) Delivery truck ( ) Oven door ( ) Table (\/"') 
Brick Building ( ) Flames ( ) Pantry ( ) Window ( ) 
Bread mixer ( ) Fireplace ( ) Plate ( ) Wooden board ( ) 
Pie tins ( ) Farmhouse ( ) 
Bond bakery ( ) 
What else do you see in your picture? bo~ t()A1er= , m o~ 
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
Memt?rtl pt~.fttre 
J. Is the plaGe you see a place that you know? Yes ( /); No ( ). 
~ -11 ' 
8. Was your picture: Clear(/); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ); C - 2-
9. 
~ 
10. 
j C/a,-;(y sc"~ Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( } ); Hearing 
anyth;ng J ); TasHng anyth;ng <J }; JC!•"' ,t;,.- ,.HC,~O ;:;,._~,_, 
Is the picture you see now the same one you saw at first? Yes ( } ); No ( ). f f. ...../ 
-r Cot? .rh " 
SENTENCE 7 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes (V') ; No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the car ( ); The ccir and a street ( ); A whole pisture with a car 
and a street in it (v}. c.]C0~-1! Jc o r e. 3-2_ 
3. Where is your picture? Can't te l l ( ); In the country ( ); In the city (v]; Other 
------
4. Check the words below that describe the car as you see it. 
Coupe ( ) Open ( ) New ( ) Make? 
-----------Convertible ( ) Closed ( ) Old (.-') 
Roadster ( ) Top Down ( ) Jalopy ( ) Year made V-=- Z 0 
Sedan ( ) Large ( ) 
Truck ( ) Small (v) Color Gro:J 
--------
Speed 7 0 
5. How would you describe the street?_.bL.L~Io~. cwl~....::s~·l...:.·"-"'"~·-· ·_·~-.;:w;.;..'._...:.l{~· ...:.v:..:;.J\.w."'.:..;'+..::;.....:..\ :...l.l n.!.:·e-=..sc._· __:.._(i~r-+-tJ.:..r>':..,.- -·11_e~/r;~CI:.,!u::!;;' -~c/~14: 
. a b c.J./q s -/-r r .~ + 1 1 
6. Check anything below that appears in yourpi dure . 
Back yard ( ) Grass <vf Houses ( ) Sun (vy Other objects? 
Bridge ( ~ Fields ( ) Lamp posts ( ) Moon ( ) 
Brush <J F lot country ( ) Highway ( ) Trees ( ) Blue sky ( F lo:Wers ( ) Sidewalk ( v}' Woods ( ) 
Gray sky ( ) Hills ( ) Stars ( ) 
7. Doyouseepeopleinyourpic ture?Tell aboutthem • .. :::.-; .c-- cu r /~ t;~ 11 d n-}rr1 rro ss·;'q 0 :; 
I 
SOn ;c / /) (./ :.r 
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yel low ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue (0; 
Green (v); Brown (V); Black ( ); White ( ). Cr~/ ( "') 
v 
9. Do you know the place that you see the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No (II') . 
10. Was your picture: Clear { · ;Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). C """ k 
Clar~-ly J cdr-e-
ll. Did you feel as though you were : Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ) ; Tasting anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( v). 0 Q / 
,... L)Corl' .Jln.... o~r- ·,rna..Jt? r 'f' 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No (v). J 
Cfat:J;"J 
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IMAGERY RECORDING SHEET 4 d"l 
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Step 7 
Administering the Metropolitan Achievement Tests 
To obtain re ading scores for each child so tha t 
comparisons could be made between the imagery scores 
and the rea ding scores of the children test ed, the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test, Primary I Battery wa s 
administered to each group. Form S wa s administe red 
to the first grade group in the rural are a in April. 
Form R was administered to the first grade group in 
the city area in May. Three scores from the Metropolitan 
Achievement Battery were used in my comp arisons. 
These scores were: 
Test 1 \liord Pictures 
Test 2 Word Recognition 
Test 3 Word Meaning 
I 
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Chapter III 
Description and Analysis of Data 
Reliability 
Since only one form of the Imagery Checklist, Form B 
wa s a dministered, the reliability of the test was 
determined by the split-half method. The sentences 
were not divided into two p a rts by using odd and even 
sentences. Instead, the test we_s split to b a l ance 
v a rious types of imagery. Each sentence wa s designed to 
test the child's mental image ry and also to stimul e. te 
one othe r type of i mage ry -- auditory, olfactory, 
gust a tory, t actile, or kinesthetic. Since there were 
ten stimuli sentences, the test could be split so tha t 
one sentence of ee.ch of the other types of imagery could 
be in e a ch h alf of the test. 
The t es t wa s administered a t two sittings, five 
sentences at a time. To make a llowances for any possible 
differences in scores in the second h alf of the te s t due 
to the child's f amiliarity with the testing situa tion, 
three sentences from one p art of the test and two 
sentences from the other p a rt a re included in e a ch half 
of the test. Cha rt 5 shows the sentences used in 
determining the reliability of the te s t by the split-
half method and the re a sons for their choice. 
Chart 5 
Sentences Use d to Determine the Reliability 
of the Test by the Split-Half Method 
Part A 
Part B r ..~ >W •·-·-.~ -· ·"''-C'"''---·~~----- -·~-- ·- ~-·-~ 
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Split-Half Reliability 
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The coefficient of correlation wa s c a lcula ted by 
the product-moment method and found to be • 746. lt,rom 
the reliability of h a lf of the te s t, the reliability 
of the whole test was estimat e d b y the Spearman-Brown 
formul a . The reliability of the test is .855 which 
is s i gnificant. 
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Effect of Experiential Background 
on Imagery Scores 
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Effect of Experientia l Background on Imagery Scores 
Chart 6 
Stimuli Sentence 2 
~--~-·-<·---~·-.... -~------ ---r ... ·~ ___ ....... _.,_ ... f~------ -~-~----··· .. ·r··· ··--·---··--·----1----, 
f 1 ( ~-Average I Ave r age II f t j I ~ 
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Stimuli Sentence 2: 
The s weet smell of fresh apple pie filled the room. 
The children made very low visual imagery scores on 
this s ent ence. Ten of t he thirty-four children test e d in 
the rural area made their lowest visual image r y score on 
this sentence. Only two of those children made as low a 
score on anothe r sentence. In the city area sixteen out 
of t wenty-eight made their lowest visual image ry score on 
t h is sentence. One child h a d a Vi"sual score five points 
below what he made on any other sentence. Twenty-three 
childre n had below 1.0 and only one child h ad as high as 
2 .0. One question asks for a description of a pie and, 
while adults c an wax eloquent about a pie, to a child a 
pie is a ~· VVith many children the r e wa s no response 
to that question. 
It is evident from the scores listed on Chart 6 that 
the experiences of seeing pies baked did not determine the 
s core s obtaine d on the sent~nces since the av e rage visual 
i magery score of the rural children who had seen pies 
baked a t home and in the b ak e ry wa s 1.3, which is t wo 
points lower than the av e r age visual image ry score of 
those who had not seen p ies baked a t all. 
Effect of Expe rientia l Background on Image ry Scores 
Chart 7 
Stimuli Sentance 4 
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Stimuli Sentence 4: 
The boy was squeezing blue clay between his fingers. 
On the commonality checklist there are two questions 
asked about clay to determine whether clay is a common 
experience for all the children tested. In the city 
area all the children tested except two had h ad public 
kindergarten training. Playing with cl ay is a common 
kindergarten experience, so 25 children answered both 
questions with a 11 Yes 11 • Thre e children answered one 
question with a "Yes" and one with a "No". In the rur al 
area wher e there is no public kinderga rten and only six 
of the children tested attended a private nursery school 
or kindergarten, thirteen children reported that they h s.d 
h ad no experience with clay. Fifteen children ansvre red 
11 Yestt on both questions. Six answered 11Yes 11 on one 
question an d 11 No 11 on the other. 
Since a uYes" answer to this question depended upon 
the r"Ural child having had cl e.y a t home as a pL.:<.y medium, 
this question a lmost divided the cla ss along socio- e conomic 
levels. According to a subjective rating by the teacher 
of the cla.ss only one child who rated low and four children 
who rated f a ir on the socio-economic scale had had 
experiences with clay. 
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Chart 7 shows a progression in the average visual 
imagery scores and the average total imag e r y scores from 
those having no experience with clay to those having many 
experi ence s with clay. Therefore, the scores of t h e 
rural children were effected neg atively by the l ack of 
a group experience with clay. 
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Stimuli Sentence 5: 
She bent over to touch her toes. 
All children in the city area. h ave been in the gym 
to play but only one child in the rural a rea had. en 
this fifth sentence, which many adults connected with 
the gym, not one child in either group mentioned the 
gym as a possible place for the exercise to take pl ace. 
The refore, the lack of this experience on the p art of 
the rural children made no difference in the visual 
i magery scores of the children tested. 
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Effect of Experiential Background on Imegery Scores 
Chart 8 
e timuli Sentence 8 
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Stimuli Sentence 8: 
The field wa s full of purple violets. 
On the commonality checklist there a re three questions 
a sked about violets to det e rmine whether violets are a 
common experience for all the children tested. Chart 8 
shows the scores of the children h aving differing 
experiences with violets. Of the e i ghteen rural children 
who reported that they had h ad no experiences with violets, 
nine s a id tha t they were reporting on a memory picture. 
Question 9 u nder sentence 8 say s, 11 Is this a place tha t 
you know the minute you se e it?" and these rural children 
h a d their own field in mind. Only four of the fift een 
city children answered tha t question 11 Yes 11 bec ause they 
d on't see a field every d ay and h ad a gen e r a l country 
picture in mind r a ther than a definite field. Of the 
eight rura l children who h ad seen viole ts in the field, 
four children state d tha t their picture wa s a memory 
picture. The othe r four and the three city children 
stated tha t their pictures were cre a tive . S ix of t he 
seven rura l children and one of the thre e city children 
wh o had had many experiences with viole ts reported thut 
their pictures were memory pictures. 
Since there is no progression in their average scores 
from the scores of those children who h ad no experiences 
with violets to those who had seen violets both in the 
field and the florist shop, the amour1t of image ry c alled 
forth by the s entence, nThe field wa s full of purple 
violets" evidently does not depend on experiences with 
violets but upon the imagery called up by the word 
"field". 
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Effe ct of Experiential Background on Imagery Scores 
Chart 9 
Stimuli Sentence 9 
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Stimuli Sentence 9: 
The boy shivered as he fell into the cold water. 
All the children have h ad experiences of going in the 
water. In the rura l area most of the children have been 
to a lake {31} but more than half of the children have 
neve r been to a be ach ( 19 out of 34). All the children 
in the city area have been to the beach but almost half 
of t hem had neve r been to a lake ( 12 out of 28 ). 
The total image ry scores of the children who had 
memory pictures of a lake in connection with Sentence 9 
were lower ( an av e r uge of 7) than the total i magery 
scores of the children who had memory pictures of a beach 
in connection with Sentence 9 ( Em ave r a ge of 9.5). Most 
of the rural children swim at a l ake in front of a 
private camp where there are fe"~Jv people whereas most of 
the city children h ave h a d their experiences with cold 
wat e r on a public beach. The city children had more things, ~ 
therefore, to describe and so their scores were higher 
a s is shown on chart 9. Their total imagery scores show 
a greater difference because the city children used an 
average of 4 other types of imagery while the rural 
children used only an avera;::;e of 2 other types of imagery • 
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The eating pl a ces (for smells) and the crowds ( for noise) 
were a part of the beach experience of the city child 
while they were not a p a rt of the lake experiences or 
of the beach experiences tha t most of the rural children 
h a d. The beaches tha t they had seen for the most part 
were along the Maine coast in front of cottages hired 
for a vacation period and were not the crowded public 
beaches like those ne a r the Gre a t e r Boston Metropolit an 
are a . 
So the t y pe of experience that the city children 
had a t the bea ches did influence the scores on tha t 
sentence. 
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Comp a risons 
Rang e of Mental Imagery Scores 
Cha rt 10 and 11 show the range of the tot a l image ry 
score s. The lowest imagery score in each group was 
betwe en 53 and 55 and the highest ima g e ry score in each 
group was above 90. The me an of the rural group was 
72.971 and the standard deviation was 8.512. The mean 
of the city group was 75.75 and the st andard devia tion jl 
was 10.$22. The charts and the figures show tha t there 
are no significant differences in the mental imagery 
score s of the two groups. 
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Chart 10 
Range of Total Image ry Scores -- City Group 
Scores 
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Chart 11 
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Range of Total Imagery Scores -- Rura l Group II 
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Correlation Between Imagery and Reading Ability 
There was very little c~rrelation between ability 
in reading as indicated by the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test scores and the imagery scores. The correlations 
r a nged from a negative correlation of -.294 between 
total imagery scores and the word meaning scores of the 
rural children to a positive correlation of .384 between 
the total imagery scores and the word meaning scores of 
the city children. None of the correlations were high 
enough to be significant. 
The most interesting end unexpected fact revealed 
by a study of the correlations is tha t some of the lowest 
correlations were between imagery scores and word picture 
scores as shown in Gh art 12 and 13. It would have seemed 
that tha t would have been the test in which the children 
would have used their powers of visual imagery most. 
Some of the highest correlations were between imagery 
scores and word meaning scores as in the comparison of 
total imagery scores of the city chilidren where the 
correlation was .385 • 
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eorrelation of Imagery Scores 
with Metropolitan Achievement Scores 
Chart 12 
Ghart 13 
City Children 
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This study wa s conducted by administering mental 
imag e ry tests and the Metropolitan Achievement Tests to 
two first grade groups in widely different are a s, one in 
the Gre a ter Boston Metropolitan a rea and one in a. rural 
s e ction of northern Ma ine. The city children tested 
h ad had six ye ars of city b a ckground with only one 
exception and the runal children tested had had six ye ars 
of rural b ackground with only one exception so their 
experiences can be judge d to be those of typical rural 
or city child ren. The experiences tha t were common 
to the children tested in the area were det e rmine d b y 
a che ckli s t. The same form of the imagery test wa s 
administel' ed to e a ch group and the reliability of the 
t e st wa s .855 which is. significant. Since the groups 
test ed were represent a tive groups and since the 
reliability of the test wa s significant, it would seem 
tha t t h e conclusions resulting ~rom the suudy would be 
valid. 
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From the results of the checklist a nd the two tests, 
the following conclusions were rea ohed in ans wer to the 
questions set up for the study: 
1. Can the instrument for measuring menta l imagery, 
devised by Singleton, be used on first grade level? 
It appears that the instrument can be used with 
success on first graqe level if questioning by the 
· ; 
teacher is substituted for the re ading of the checklist 
word for word. 
2. Do most of the first grade children tested 
report that they have mental imagery? 
All of the first grade children tested, thirty~four 
from the rural area and twenty-eight fDom the city area , 
report ed tha t they s aw a picture for each of the ten 
stimuli sentences. ~ se emed to the t e ste r that one of 
these three f actors was present in each child's response: 
~ . The child repo~ted so much about his picture 
tha t it se emed he must h ave be en seeing one. 
b. The child responded so quickly to questions 
about the picture tha t it seemed to indic a t e tha t a 
definite picture wa s flashing into his mind. 
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c. The child looked very int ently and answered 
the qu e stions :a s if he were finding ~he answers in a 
picture proj e ctad in front of him or on the whit e 
flannelgr aph. 
The e a rnestness and sincerity of e a ch child and 
his ap parent inte rest in and enjoyment of t h e testing 
procedure 'Would seem to indic a te tha t the child wa s 
rea lly coop e r a ting and reporting as clearly as possible 
wh a t he wa s a c t ually seeing. 
3. Are the mental i mages of the children influenced 
by the expe riential b ackgrounds of the children? 
In the t abula tions of the resp onses from the 
checklist there are 479 11 yes 11 responses from the rura l 
children and 4 27 ny e s 11 responses from t he city 1.: children. 
It would appear from the number of pic t ures which the 
children sta ted were memory picture s tha t the children 
were drawing u p on their own e xperiences for their ment a l 
image s. Of t h e 340 stimuli s enteaces responded to by 
the thirty-four rural children 219 memory pictures were 
reported and 39 pictures in which either .the pla c e or the 
person wa s from memory and the o:bher crea t e d. Only 82 
It 
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of the total 340 pictures were created pictures. Of the 
280 stimuli sentences responded to by the twenty~eight 
city children 130 memory pictures were reported and 39 
pictures which were partly memory and partly cre a ted. 
It appe a rs tha t the city children drew less upon eheir 
experiential background than the rural children since 111 
of the total 280 pictures were created pictures. Even 
in the cre ated pictures, however, most of the scenes or 
the people about whom the children answered questions 
were like those they could have seen. Only one child 
went into the realm of fant a sy and reported things the 
like of which he or I had never seen, such as "a witch 
with a nose that went out a nd around" and 11 the witch's 
pie with her n ame and her face on it 11 • 
4. Are the experiences used in the items experiences 
tha t are common to children who are in a city environment? 
Most of the experiences used in the items are common 
to the children who were tested in the city environment. 
The experience of seeing violets growing in a field and 
the experience of seeing .apple pies baked a re the only 
ones that a large group of the city children had not had 
as is shown on chart 3. 
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5. Are the experiences used in the items experiences 
tha t are common to children who are in a rural environment? 
Many of the experiences used in the items are common 
to the children who were tested in the rura l environment. 
Seeing pies baked in a bakery, having a group e xperience 
with clay, b e i ng in a gym, an d seeing violets growing in 
a field were experiences tha t a l a rge group of the rural 
children h a d not had a s is shown on chart 4. 
6. How do the experiences of the city and rural 
children t e sted diffe r? 
The city children h ave all had kindergarten e xperience 
and so h ave p l ayed with clay, h ave gone to sch ool in a 
big building which h a s a gym, and h ave all been to the 
be a ch. The rural children h a v e been to lakes r a ther 
than the beach, h ave mothers who do more baking in the 
k i tchen, and have seen more fields than the city 
ch ildren. 
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7. What is the dif'ference, if any, in the amount of' 
imagery reve aled b y the scores of the children in a city 
environment in comp a rison with the scores of the children 
in a rural environment1 
There app eared to be no gre a t difference in the 
amount of ima g e r y reve aled by the scores. In both groups 
the highest total imagery score was a bove 90 and the 
lowest total imagery score was above 50. The highest 
visual imagery score (24.~) and the lowest visua l image ry 
score (8.6) were obtained by two boys in the rura l are a. 
The me an of their scores is 14.528 and the standa rd 
devia tion is 2.766. Th e visua l imagery scores of the 
city children varied from 21.1 to 9.7. The me an of' their 
score s is 14.642 and the standa rd deviation is 2 .931. 
The h ighest tota l i magery score (93.0) was obtained by a 
city girl a n d the lowest tota l imagery score (53.6) by 
a r ura l boy. The me an of the tota l image r y scores of the 
rura l children was 7 2 .971 and the standard devia tion was 
8.51 2 . The mean of the total .i mager y scores of the city 
children was 7 5 .75 a nd the st andard d evi a tion wa s 10.822. 
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8. How much does the l ack of the experiential 
b a ckground affect the mental imagery score of the child? 
The rural children who had h ad no experience with 
clay received scores on stimuli sentence 4 which were on 
the average 1 point lower than the average of the city 
children. The city children who had had their experiences 
with cold water at the beaches received an average score 
on stimuli sentence which was .7 higher than the av e r age 
score of the rural children who h a d h ad their experiences 
with cold water a t a lake. These were the only two 
stimuli s entences in which the experientia l b ackground 
or l ack of it se emed to influence to any degree the 
mental imagery scores of the child • 
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Implica tions for Further Research 
More imagery testing will need to be done on the 
fir s t gr a de level to substantiate my a s sump tion tha t 
most first grade children do report ment al imagery and 
to verify the r a the r high i magery scores which r e sulted 
from the te s ting of the sixty-two children used in my 
study. If the s ame groups of children could be tested 
for ment a l image ry for severa l succ e ssive yea rs, then 
the place a t which the greatest loss in mental image ry 
occurs might be determined. It would be at this l evel 
tha t rese a rch should b e started to study how to ret a in 
the powers of ment a l imagery. 
If ment a l imagery scores do not correla te with 
gene ral neading ai.bility, studies should be conducted 
to reveal wh a t f actors do correla te with mental imagery. 
If significant correlations a r e found with factors tha t 
seem imp ortant to us from the rea ding or languag e arts 
viewpoint, then the time is ready to look into te aching 
methods. A discove ry of the methods of te a ching tha t 
will fost e r the retention of keen ment al i magery will 
c all for stud i es with an experimental an d control group. 
One avenue tha t sh ould be explored is the effect of 
a greater empha sis upon word meaning as the sight 
vocabul ary is t aught to beginning re aders. A language 
arts program tha t is rich in words tha t make a ch ild 
see, he a r, fe el, touch, and smell should increase the 
ment a l imagery scores of the children. Studies could 
reveal whether incidental or planned te aching would 
produce gre at e r results in building or reta ining the 
powers of ment~l imagery. 
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Used in Second Preliminary Presentation of Testing Technique 
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Before 1/ e Read, Scott Foresman and Company, page 25 
Used in Second Preliminary Presentation of Testing Technique 
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